
ReSET 
Best Practices and Tips for Success

SUPERVISORS



Timing for Supervisor’s Notes
Notes should be taken in ReSET at the time that a Supervisor observes the
behaviour in question. The Supervisor should also provide the Employee with
timely and respectful feedback on the observed behaviour privately, so the
Employee can adjust their behaviour right away if necessary. 

When entering a note, the Supervisor must identify which of the ReSET soft
skills is in play. This can be tricky unless the Supervisor understand the
definitions and exemplars associated with each of the soft skills. 
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Best Practices for
Supervisor’s Notes
The ability to provide necessary feedback on
Employee behaviours is reduced without
consistent and timely observations. An
observation can be entered into ReSET for any
notable soft skill development-related behaviour –
whether it’s desirable, transitional, or needs work.
It is best to avoid focusing solely on undesirable
behaviours. This can overwhelm the employee and
impede the opportunity to build agreement on
and buy-in for desired changes in performance. 

Care should always be taken when writing notes.
Limit the note to what happened and do not make
diagnostic statements. Avoid the use of names
other than that of the Employee – use job titles.
Notes should be clear, short, and relevant to the
specific incident observed and the work of the
Employee.
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Communicating
Next Steps After
a Debrief
The debrief should explore
discrepancies between Employee
self-survey results and Supervisor
results, using the radar plot as a
visual guide. Try to make sure the
Employee is comfortable and
relaxed for the debrief. Share the
Employee’s plots with them and
explain the colours and lines. Ask
them to identify strengths and
look for patterns of noticeable
progress. Try to focus on the
most serious areas for
improvement and encourage the
Employee to participate as much
possible during the discussion.|

It is important that the Employee
see specifically how their actions
relate to their score so be sure to
provide evidence for the
Supervisor’s scores using the
Supervisor’s Notes. Discuss
possible strategies for improving
performance in priority areas and
decide jointly on an approach and
deadlines for follow up. 
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Tips for Success
Fostering Skills Development

Work context: The behavioural expectations set out in ReSET
reflect the priorities of your workplace.

Observation: Observing Employees helps identify patterns and
triggers for unwanted behaviours, as well as areas in which they
shine. Supervisors need to watch for both positive and negative
behaviours and record them in a timely manner so they can be
responded to quickly.

Feedback: Employees need honest feedback on whether their soft
skills meet expectations or not. Whether given at the time of
observation or as part of a ReSET follow-up, this feedback should be
delivered respectfully and not embarrass the employee.

Practice: Changing behaviours is rarely an immediate event.
Employees will need opportunities to practice new behaviours to
see if they are going to work. 

There are five key factors that influence one’s ability to effectively develop soft skills:

Support: As Employees practice new behaviours the Supervisor
(working with them needs to provide support in the form of
encouragement and feedback.
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Engaging with Employees

If you are reluctant to face an Employee with
an issue, it is a good sign that the issue should
be addressed as soon as possible.
Approaching the behaviour from a soft skill
development perspective can make these
conversations much easier. This approach de-
personalizes the issue, encouraging the
Employee to view the note as something to
improve their soft skill performance, not as a
personal criticism.

It is up to the Supervisor to determine if a
note or a set of observations reveal a pattern
of behaviour that should be addressed. If no
pattern exists, the note remains in the ReSET
database and the Employee is made aware
that the presented behaviour does not align
with expectations. If a pattern is recognized
then action should be taken. If two notes of
the same behaviour are recorded, we advise
having a meeting to discuss the issue at hand. 

It can be very helpful to prioritize areas for
development as they are identified. It is easy
to overwhelm an Employee by trying to action
too many things at once. Some discussions
may be deferred until later in the program
when an Employee’s confidence has risen.


